
Outcome of UVT Visit Record Review  
 

Please note that this review is based on a review of one record for each UVT for either the spring or summer visit. In total 

there were 44 UVT records reviewed, 22 relating to the spring visit and 22 the summer. These records were also selected 

across all programmes. 

Area of review What did we find How can we solve the issue? 

 

On review of the completion of these in the summer 
term we found that each of these are ticked over 85% 
of the time. 
 
However, there are quite a few occasions when these 
have not been checked but there is no reference to 
them in review section at the end of the page. 

Please ensure that if any of these are not ticked that 
they are referred to in the issues box at the bottom of 
the Monitor using Evidence section and a date for 
review is added and that it is then followed up (further 
info later in this report)

 
 
When it is followed up, this should be documented in 
the Follow up of Issues tab: 

 



 

In general the forms suggest that the PS sessions are 
being implemented but on the Primary PGCE the 
completion rate drops to below 75%. 
 
 
The completion of the EPS tasks is much lower with 
30% being unchecked. The Interpreting Data task is 
important for confirming the trainee fundamental 
maths skills so it is important that this is picked up. 
 
However, often this is unchecked and not referred to 
in the issues section of the visit record. 
 
There are also occasions when the box is checked but 
actually the trainee has uploaded a blank template to 
the IDP in error 

It is important to ensure that Professional Studies 
sessions are being implemented by the schools; if 
there are any concerns please do let exeterpartner 
know so that this can be referred accordingly. 
 
Please make sure that if the EPS Tasks are not 
completed that those still to complete are specifically 
mentioned in the issues section. Should the visit be 
early in the window then if you could leave the box 
unchecked and just note this in the issues section and 
add a review date for when they are expected to be 
completed. 
 
When checking please open the attachment to ensure 
correct document added and that it looks to have 
been completed adequately 
 
Once the issues raised have been addressed, this 
needs to be documented in the ‘Follow up of Issues’ 
section 

 

This is very important and completion of the 
safeguarding tasks and NSPCC training module are 
mandatory. 
 
There were some occasions where this was ticked but 
then the comments on the form said that the 
safeguarding tasks were still not completed. 

As with the EPS tasks we would recommend that you 
check that attachments uploaded are correct and, if 
not, ensure that the box is left unticked and that a 
review date is added and that it is followed up by the 
said date. 

 

There was a discrepancy with the completion rates of 
these. However, those with the lowest rates of 
completion and that need to be monitored were: 
 
Primary: 
EYFS Maths (56.4% completion) (this will say 
‘experience’ rather than ‘teach’ in 23/24) 
Synthetic Phones (79.1% completion) 
 

Once again please make sure if any of these are 
unable to be completed that they are referred to in 
the issues box and that the review date is added to 
follow up. 
 
If the trainee has not had the opportunity to do one of 
these but it is scheduled into their schedule in their 
placement it is fine to tick the box and add a comment 
to explain this. Please do ask the trainee to flag should 



 

Secondary: 
The lowest was Post 16 experience at 91.2%. 

something happen that means it cannot take place – 
you may want to check in with the trainee’s IDP also. 

 

In the summer term there were not actually any 
instances of these boxes needing to be utilised but 
please do remember to indicate if there are 
issues/concerns. 
 
If you tick one of these boxes, please let the ITEC, 
exeterpartner and the Partnership Relations Managers 
know immediately 

 

 

There were a couple of instances where the Joint 
Discussion box was ticked but the subsequent 
comments on the form stated that the joint discussion 
was not able to take place.  

If no joint discussion is able to take place then please 
do not check the ‘yes’ box and note how the feedback 
was delivered. 
 
We would recommend that you try to contact the 
Lead Mentor subsequently if possible. 

 

Following on from the comments above there were 
many occasions where there were issues/gaps raised 
in the visit record that were not then followed up with 
comments. 
 
On occasions where these concerns were flagged on 
the report there was no review date set. 
 
There were also occasions where the section was used 
for general comments rather than the noting of issues.  
 
We are conscious that it is possible for all of the 
boxes to be ticked but for there still to be concerns 
over a trainee’s progress. This section should still be 
used to note these issues and follow up. 

If you have not been able to tick off all of the check 
boxes on the visit record or have had to raise concerns 
over a trainee’s fundamental skills please note this in 
this section along with steps to be taken to resolve the 
issue. It is also important that the review date is added 
to help the Partnership Office monitor any trainee 
issues. 
 
Any general comments should be entered in the 
Progress Check Section. 



 

Where issues were raised this follow up section was 
not always completed. This can make it difficult to 
judge if the issues were addressed unless there was a 
separate action plan on the IDP 

When following up issues from a visit please use this 
box to confirm the updated situation, even if it is just 
to say ‘all resolved’ or to refer to an action plan 

 

This section was always completed If the trainee is exceeding the expected progress for 
this point in the course then please provide further 
details in the section below 

 
These do not always reference to the phase 
descriptors and on occasion do not address areas of 
strength/development  

For discussion in CoP in spring.  
Support via video in Mentor Zone 

 


